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Purpose: The Surgical Implant Generation Network (SIGN) supplies intramedullary nails that can be placed without imaging for the treatment of long bone fractures. This study is a systematic review and meta-analysis of the clinical outcomes and pooled complication rate of femoral, tibial, and humeral fracture fixation using SIGN nails.

Methods: We electronically searched databases from 2000-2016 for English language studies. There was substantial heterogeneity among studies included. Therefore, we employed subgroup analysis of varying adverse events and removal of potential outlier studies in order to address the heterogeneity across studies. We reported pooled complication rates for each adverse event with 95% confidence interval.

Results: There were 14 studies with 47,169 cases across 58 countries. All studies demonstrated >90% full weight-bearing status, range of motion, radiograph union, or clinical union depending on the specific variable measured. The overall complication rate was 5.2% (Fig. 1) with malalignment being the most common complication, followed by delayed/nonunion, infection, and hardware failure.

Conclusion: Overall, the use of SIGN nails in fixing femoral and tibial shaft fractures demonstrates good results with a high rate of return to full weight bearing and radiographic union. Complications include malalignment, delayed/nonunion, infection, and hardware failure. Future areas of development may be able to target these challenges.